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PLUMBING / PORCELAIN

Git is large

Commands are broken 
down into Plumbing 
and Porcelain

You’ll mostly work 
with Plumbing 
commands



add
am
archive
bisect
branch
bundle
checkout
cherry-pick
citool
clean
clone
commit
describe
diff
fetch
format-patch
gc
grep
gui
init
log
merge
mv
notes
pull
push
rebase
reset
revert
rm
shortlog
show
stash
status
submodule

tag
gitk
apply
checkout-index
commit-tree
hash-object
index-pack
merge-file
merge-index
mktag
mktree
pack-objects
prune-packed
read-tree
symbolic-ref
unpack-objects
update-index
update-ref
write-tree
cat-file
diff-files
diff-index
diff-tree
for-each-ref
ls-files
ls-remote
ls-tree
merge-base
name-rev
pack-redundant
rev-list
show-index
show-ref
tar-tree
unpack-file

var
verify-pack
check-attr
check-ref-format
fmt-merge-msg
mailinfo
mailsplit
merge-one-file
patch-id
peek-remote
sh-setup
stripspace
daemon
fetch-pack
http-backend
send-pack
update-server-info
http-fetch
http-push
parse-remote
receive-pack
shell
upload-archive
upload-pack
config
fast-export
fast-import
filter-branch
lost-found
mergetool
pack-refs
prune
reflog
relink
remote

repack
replace
repo-config
annotate
blame
cherry
count-objects
difftool
fsck
get-tar-commit-id
help
instaweb
merge-tree
rerere
rev-parse
show-branch
verify-tag
whatchanged
archimport
cvsexportcommit
cvsimport
cvsserver
imap-send
quiltimport
request-pull
send-email
svn

132 Commands
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Porcelain / Plumbing



GIT OBJECTS

How are repositories 
made up?

Blobs

Trees

Commits

Branches



BLOB

Basic unit of Git

Just the contents, not the name or permissions

Referenced by the sha-1 hash of the contents

Immutable



TREE

A list of blobs and trees

Contains the file name and a permission

Is itself a blob, referenced by the sha-1 hash of its 
contents

Immutable



COMMIT

References the top level tree

Contains information about the commit

Author, committer, date

Title, message

Is a blob - referred to by its sha-1 hash

Immutable



BRANCH

A reference to a commit.

A simple file which contains the 40 character sha of 
the commit.

More than one branch can point at a commit.



TAG

Lightweight tags are just like branches - a reference to 
a commit

git tag v1.0

A full tag is a blob, which has a reference to a commit

git tag -a v1.0 -m”Tagging version 1”

Immutable



A REPOSITORY

My Project

Code Resources

file2file1 file3



A REPOSITORY

tree

tree tree

blobblob blob



A REPOSITORY

tree

tree tree

blobblob blob

Commit



WORKFLOW

No magic to it. Just work as 
normal

When you come to a point 
that you want to mark 
commit it

Preferable to work on a 
branch, keep the master 
branch clean

Work with a granularity that 
works for you and your team



ADDING TO A REPOSITORY

Unlike other version 
control systems, Git 
has a concept of the 
staging area (index)

These are changes 
which will be 
committed.



BRANCHING

Cheap, just a file with 40 characters in it.

Easily created:

git branch branchName (from current commit)

git branch tagName (from tag)

git branch ab234e (from a valid reference)

git checkout -b newBranch [branch point]



BRANCHING

Switching between branches is easy

git checkout branch

Only updates tracked files, won’t allow files to be 
corrupted

Easy to bring back changes to the main branch



LISTING BRANCHES

Local branches

git branch

remote branches

git branch -r

all branches remote and local

git branch -a



MERGING

Brings changes back 
together from 
different branches

Brings changes onto 
current branch

git merge branch

git merge branch1 
branch 2 etc



REBASE

Puts your changes on top 
of named branch

rewrites history, best done 
on private branches

Useful to keep up to date 
with mainstream changes

git rebase newBase

git rebase -i newBase is 
even more interesting



REBASE

Puts your changes on top 
of named branch

rewrites history, best done 
on private branches

Useful to keep up to date 
with mainstream changes

git rebase newBase

git rebase -i newBase is 
even more interesting



DIFFS

With staging areas, 
multiple branches and 
repositories there are 
many ways of getting a 
diff

Handy guide for the 
commands



REMOTE REPOSITORIES

There is no primary 
repository except by 
convention

Multiple repositories 
are common with Git



REMOTE REPOSITORIES

The whole issue of pushing to and pulling from public 
facing bare repositories is fixed by using a service 
such as GitHub, CodeBase, BitBucket, etc.

It’s easy to change history with Git, but doing so to 
public branches is likely to cause you and your team 
problems.



CREATING REMOTES

It’s common to have remote repositories for solo 
projects. Think of it as having backups

git init --bare repoName.git

git remote add remoteName pathToBareRepo

By default remotes are named origin, I prefer to be 
more explicit.



LISTING REMOTES

git remote

shows the named remotes

-v flag shows the urls

git remote show remoteName

This shows all kinds of info

tracked branches, state of branches, what needs 
updating etc



CLONING REMOTES

git clone -o remoteName -b branchName repoURL

remoteName and branchName are optional

master is the default cloned branch

Give some thought to naming for clarity and to avoid clashes

Create your own branches off remotes:

remoteName/branchName

git checkout -b JoeExperimental joe/experimental



GETTING CHANGES

git fetch pulls down all changes

git pull is a git pull and a git merge 

git fetch and manual merge is safer

Do you trust your colleagues’ not to have done 
something stupid?

git remote update pulls down all changes for all 
remotes



PUSHING CHANGES

Push changes to tracked branches

git push

Push changes to specific branches

git push remoteName branchName



FIXING PROBLEMS

Not all merges or rebases apply cleanly

Markers placed in code showing old and new changes

Depending on your OS, git mergetool will bring up a 
graphical editor to fix conflicts

You can abort changes, or restore a branch to a previous 
state.

Sometimes easier to perform dubious changes on a 
separate branch



SUBMODULES

Add other repositories to 
a repository

Useful for plugins, or 
common code

Can be updated in place or 
changes can be pulled in

Locked at a particular 
revision - prevents 
unintended consequences



ADDING A SUBMODULE

Two stage process

Add the submodule

git submodule add submoduleURL localPath

initialise the submodule

git submodule init

info is stored in .gitmodules and .git/config



CLONING WITH 
SUBMODULES

Either two stage

git clone …

git submodule init

All at once

git clone --recursive



MISCELLANEOUS



GIT REFLOG

When the tip of a branch is 
updated, this is recorded in the 
reflog

This is how you can track 
commits that are not on any 
branches, and why it is said that 
you don’t lose data in Git.

It can be pruned, as with 
repositories. Although, as with 
repositories, not everything is 
tidied up.

The changes to the local 
repository are recorded. So 
history is not leaked.



GIT BLAME



MAN PAGES

If you want to see the man pages use ‘git-<command>’

man git

man git-commit

man git-submodule

commands don’t need this:

git commit

git submodule



READING OBJECTS

git show

useful for commits and tags

To get a dump of a blob

git cat-file -p <sha>

pretty prints the output

To get a dump of a tree

git ls-tree <sha>

-r flag recursively shows subtrees



CHANGING HISTORY IS BAD.

If the repository has been cloned and someone else is 
working on changes, modifying the history means that 
they will have to do some work to reconcile the 
differences.

This is why I recommend `git fetch` and manually 
merging upstream changes.



CHANGING HISTORY IS NOT 
BAD.

local development branches – not shared with 
anyone.

local branches used for syncing – your codebase, so 
you know what state it’s in.

A quick `git commit --amend` before anyone is likely 
to work on the push.

You can always just re-clone the repository if it 
messes up.



CONFIGURATION

Multiple ways of configuring

system

repository

local repository



USER NAME AND EMAIL

System level

.gitconfig

repository level

.git/config



.GITIGNORE

System level

~/.gitignore (or as configured in .gitconfig)

repository level

.gitignore file in the repository

local repository

.git/info/exclude



.GIT

This is where the repository lives

branches - where the branch references live

refs - is where the remote references are stored

objects - where all the individual objects are stored 
unless they are compressed into 

hooks for actions to perform automatically



CLOSING THOUGHTS

Git is large and it is complex but you can get by with just 
the basics.

Normally Git works for you, not the other way around.

Immutability, tags, branches and reflog make it safe to 
experiment.

There are some barbarous uses look at the git tag on 
Stack overflow

“It’s a fool who looks for consistency in the UI of Git”
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THANK YOU

Questions?


